Frontier School at A Glance
Frontier School is seeking a 1st grade teacher.
The benefits at Frontier district are great. Teachers start $34,500 annually. There is
loan forgiveness of $5250 because Frontier is a low income school on the Fort Peck
Reservation. Housing costs are supplemented so that new teachers pay as little as
$566 a month for a one or two bedroom rental. HDHP Health insurance premium is
$95 per month, the rest paid by the district. There are also 11 sick days and 4
personal days each school year. These personal days can be paid out if not used.
Staff have consistent expectations and use like vocabulary for students. To achieve this
cohesiveness, after school Professional Development is available two times a month
after school and is paid at $35 hr. A mentor teacher will be available to help the 1st
grade teacher transition into their class the first year.
Because of the implementation of MBI standards for students, Frontier experiences few,
if any major behavior incidents. Frontier is on an Indian Reservation, and the staff
promotes solid respect from students. Parents are supportive of this core value.
Besides a great academic program, participation in Sports is high, Skills and Drills
workshops occurring outside the sports seasons and each summer Frontier has two
weeks of summer school to help students get ready for the new school year. Other
times the community is invited to Frontier at Family Game Night, a November PowWow,
Cool Vibes displays of student writing, and a Field day in the spring, and an end of the
year potluck. These are largely attended by parents along with many other events
throughout the year.
The annual parent survey completed by parents in December showed an overall rating
of 4.17 out of 5 overall for Frontier, with the highest ratings in, "I would recommend
Frontier Schools to Others," and "Learning is important at Frontier School."
Just 40 miles from Fort Peck Reservoir, and only a mile from the Missouri River, fishing
is a great sport. Hunting and camping are also big activities in this area.
Consider teaching in rural northeast at Frontier School in a great work environment with
a competitive salary, housing compensation and loan forgiveness. Please direct any
questions and submit a resume and letter of interest to frontierschool@yahoo.com,
attention Christine Eggar.

